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“The Lightening Power of Youth”
M SURENDAR
MA(Eng)PHD*
India

“Don’t forget, this program will be the world’s breaking news. The Influential talk of
India. The panacea for idle youth done by a single person and motivating youth to do so. No
political involvement, no personal advantage but only for youth and for their bright future… this
message should touch all boundaries of the world. ” Media manager filled Kannaiah and team
with curiosity and responsibility and gives the file to Kannaiah which is to be covered in the
programme through their media “word for youth”
Kannaiah took the file with confidence and stood like a soldier in the army and said “yes
sir..!”
“And don’t forget, the programme is worth of minimum thirty thousand above youth. After
covering of total programme, you have to take interview with Janakiram , the influential person
of youth.”
“Yes sir! And sure we’ll make this program to be motivated for youth.” Manager feels
satisfied by the confidence of Kannaiah and gently touches him and says “Okay, firstly have
breakfast and reach stadium by 8:30 am. The programme will start around 9:30 am.
Kannaiah’s team moves from that office at 6:30 am.
Kannaiah’s curiosity is not on breakfast but on program.
The car moves on without their breakfast. Kannaiah’s eyes glancing round and round over
Janakiram’s past.
****

***

***

Janakiram, an influential CEO of a great IT Company. The owner of 150 crores and a large
building worth of 50 crores. Stopped this IT Company and reshaped the building and restarted as
an organization ‘THE YOUTH FOR INDIA” for the use of youth’s destination. Spending his
money for the goals of youth. The great investment on brains of youth.
Now his property in the span of five years is …thousand above jobs of IAS, scientists, doctors
and engineers, ten thousand above jobs of groups, teachers and other govt. jobs, thirty thousand
above self employed businessmen and showing their talents in their particular fields and still
youths are counting in the next batch.
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The developed and job holders of this youth supporting their hands in Janakiram’s
organisation ‘THE YOUTH FOR INDIA’ by returning money which was spent on for their
success. Many are giving double and triple of the spent money as they know what kind of help
would happen for upcoming youth. Now THE YOUTH FOR INDIA’s property is 500 crores and
still counting more of it. But Janakiram says, ‘no paisa is mine in this property.’
***

***

***

Car stopped at stadium. Kannaiah closed the file. The crowd of youth is zooming into the
stadium. Even above half an hour the security couldn’t help Kannaiah’s team to enter into the
stadium though they have Identity proofs.
Kannaiah finds twenty five thousand above youth in the stadium and entry gates are still
pushing the crowd. All TV channels and journalists are setting their cameras to cover program.
Kannaiah took half an hour to set camera for the best coverage and moved the camera on to the
crowd. And lo! There are fifty thousand above youth seems to be as if the earth’s delivery. The
crowd is packed tightly even a sand core can’t be dropped from them.
Now Kannaiah’s mindset tuned up totally for making this program as world’s breaking news.
Still many questions are storming in his mind. Which reason could make Janakiram to find this
great result? Kannaiah’s mind is still waiting for an answer.
*** *** ***
The answer of his brain stormed questions, the result behind the success of youth, the reason
of the settled youth Janakiram entered on to the stage. Fifty thousand above mouth pieces of
Janakiram made signature slogan ‘ho ho ho…ho ho ho… ho ho ho …ho ho ho…’ by beating
their fists twice on their chests and once to the sky rhythmically.
Janakiram took mike into his hands and addressed ‘my dear friends…’ and then showed his
mike to the side of audience as he was expecting for same answer. Within no tome the youth
shouted ‘oh..! Friend…’ the sound reached the boundaries of the sky. Kannaiah gets confused for
why they are treating this much great person as friend.
Janakiram took mike from right hand to left hand to speak out. Kannaiah took pen left hand to
right hand to write in. Every mouth is kept quite. The stadium became silence zone for his breath
taking words.
*** *** ***
‘My dear media friends’ addressing media, Janakiram says ‘see my property. This is five years
of my investment on youth. Youth, it is the power of the world. India will become No.1 in the
world by 2050… because; our mother India gave many youngsters. Youth means the power,
youth means the destination, youth means the burning desire not attraction, not distraction. For
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the youth, my five years of trouble and my investment seems to be very small. This is their
achievement. So this total property is this youth’s. I am just one among you. That’s why I am
calling you as my friends.’
Now Kannaiah got the answer for why these youngsters are calling him as friend. The same
words were spoken by Kannaiah’s pen on paper… still waiting for some answers…
*** *** ***
Janakiram continues his speech’’ If one Abdul Kalam becomes youngster in his works…
how many Abdul Kalams should come from this youth. The perfect youth is the perfect answer
for our country. Our mother India has many wounds on her body with corruption, evil minds,
and melancholy. My dear youth, come on, let’s put together our hand in hand to cure our mother
India with our burning desires. For this, you must be in your planning to reach your goals.’
The message seems to be completed… everybody is moving out. Still some doubt like
questions are ringing in Kannaiah’s mind. His curiosity is still searching for the answer.
*** *** ***
Without listening to their hunger, Kannaiah’s car reached Janakiram’s youth hub where
students prepare severely for their burning desires. The fifty crores IT Company was dedicated to
students for all their preparations. Kannaiah’s team reaches there by 2PM with media equipments
for the interview with Janakiram. With in no time after the preparation, students entered into the
deep studies. At 2:30 pm, Janakiram reaches to the hub. Meeting Janakiram, Kannaiah asks
permission for an interview with trembling voice. But Janakiram gently denies and says ‘now
I’m very busy and my need here is essential now here. Please don’t mind.’ And he moves on.
Within no time Kannaiah shouts ‘why doesn’t this world know about a person who dedicated
his entire life for youth sake.’ He attracts all eye balls. Janakiram understands their real intension
of that team and invites them for lunch as they were seemed to be hungry.
On that lunch table, Kannaiah finds the real heart of Janakiram.
Finishing the lunch, arranged everything for interview.
*** *** ***
Every answer is recorded, and Kannaiah’s final and important question is… ’ sir! You have
sacrificed all your life and property for youth. What kind of strong reason made you to think
about youth?’
Janakiram takes a long sigh and starts saying ‘You have an important question for me
Kannaiah, you found that I’ve the answer and reason to do all these things to youth… that reason
is simple and everybody knows the answer, but influenced me a lot. Um, yes …five years
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before… I’m the busy CEO of IT Company and dealing with crores of business with that. Only I
can get few hours on Sundays for relaxing myself. It is very common to go to pubs and enjoy
that time for the relief from all frustrations. In that manner I’m running every Sundays. One day
after Sunday, while I was very busy on my works at business dealings, one police jeep was
stopped before my company and SI asked “aren’t you Janakiram?”
I said ‘Yes, I’m Janakiram’ and without listening to my words, that SI held my collar threw
into the jeep.
All my employees got shocked to find that horrible situation. Even I too didn’t know the reason
and SI said ‘everything will be seen at station. Just keep quite.’ I was speechless.
Entering into the station found my friend Laxman who raped minor girl when he was in hang
over with drink. Being a friend of him I had to answer to the police in their interrogation for
three days. This news was spread all over city in overnight. Felt guilty of that incident.
When I was staying in that for three days, I observed that every culprit and victims aged
between twenty to thirty five years. First time in my life, my mind thought about society… the
perfect eligible youth is being sent to jails, addicted to drinking, worldly pleasures, attractions
and spoiling their precious lives.
And in other hand I found that if there is a single chance, support and motivation, they will
prove and catch their success. A less percentage of youth is struggling only for settlement but not
great success. My mind blasted many challenges.
The next day I came out from jail and stopped my business in IT Company. I sold all my
shares and made my company building as an inspiration centre. Reshaped my employees to
invite youth who are in burning desire. Gathering powerful youth, by motivation and started
different training centres for their success with free of cost.
Youth needs motivation and economical support at a time. We are giving that… and motivating
successors to think about youth to become like them to make our country proud… I want to see
this youth with inspired world.
When Kannaiah was gathering the mind world of Janakiram, being youngster filled with
burning desire. When Kannaiah moved out from that place, took a great destination to be
reached. The every blood cell filled with burning desire which is to be established by him.
When I am reading this story, (o! my reader…!!! Referring you yourself…) my mind moved
with the lightening power of youth.
( THIS STORY IS DEDICATED TO MY READERS)
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